
6 Little Potters, Bushey,

Hertfordshire, WD23 4QT

Full Details

2 My tasksBack

Referencing
6 Little Potters, Bushey, Hertfordshire...

6/9

£4,250 PCM | £981 PW

Tenant tasks

32:28:09
Time remaining to complete tasks

What's this?

Proof of address

Proof of ID

MY DOCUMENTS

20 September 2023

22 September 2023
Bank statement
Awaiting verification

Driving licence
Verified

37% 100+85%

Automate up to
85% of lettings

tasks

37% of tasks
completed outside

of office hours

Manage up to 100
more properties per

property manager

Up to 85% automation
Saving on average 89 hours per month, by
simplifying administrative processes, freeing
your team from time consuming tasks.

Customer facing
Deliver incredible service with a dedicated
portal bringing everyone together,
streamlining the entire tenancy lifecycle.

Integrations
Unique integrations take you away from app
stores and consolidate all providers into a
single platform.

Remain open 24/7
Enable customers to interact with you on
their own terms, with an average of 37% of
tasks being completed out of office hours.

100% compliance
TecLet diligently monitors all workflows,
locking them down until requirements are
met or overridden.

Additional revenue
Expand your revenue streams with a diverse
range of add-ons and basket type items
such as insurance, rent protection and more.

Device compatible 
An easy-to-use platform accessible across
a range of devices,  including Apple and
Android, wherever you are.

Free training and support
It’s free to set up, and you’ll receive
training and ongoing support included.

Maintenance management
Expedite your maintenance resolution with
access to 18,000+ contractors and 24/7
fault reporting with self-resolution tips.

Client accounting
Easily manage all incoming and outgoing
payments and automated monitoring and
chasing for rent arrears in line with legislation. 

Features and benefits

Our simple and intuitive lettings and property

management software gives you all the necessary tools

to make your business more efficient and effective.

OnTheMarket agents can now sign up to TecLet, at a

reduced monthly cost.

The technology to revolutionise your agency is here


